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Abstract
It was previously introduced an entropy approach that identifies the nature of electric current and magnetic flux
as a flow of electromagnetic waves that have electric or magnetic potentials. According to such definition, it was
possible in a recently published study to find a plausible explanation of the discovered Tesla's "Radiant Energy"
as normal transfer of electric current, of wave-nature, through air by the high electric potential of Tesla's tower.
In this paper, results of an experimental study and of Faraday’s experiment of magnetic induction are used to
prove the analogy between the electric energy and magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves of analogous
potentials. Accordingly, the MIT discovery of wireless power transmission which was identified as "Evanescent
waves" can be plausibly defined as wireless transfer of normal magnetic flux, of wave-nature, through air by the
high potential of the discovered magnetic resonant coupling.
Keywords: entropy, electromagnetic waves, evanescent waves
1. Introduction
Following an entropy approach and reviewing analogies between the thermal, electric and magnetic fluxes, it
was possible to prove that the flow of heat, electric charges and magnetic flux have similar natures as
electromagnetic waves of analogous potentials (Abdelhady, 2011). In other words, the flow of electric charges
should be defined as a flow of electromagnetic waves that have an electric potential and the magnetic flux as a
flow of electromagnetic waves that have a magnetic potential similar to the heat radiation which is defined as
electromagnetic waves that have a thermal potential. The definition of electric current as electromagnetic waves
that have an electric potential was introduced in a recently published paper to find a plausible explanation of the
Tesla's discovery of wireless transmission. It was proved that the claimed "Radiant Energy" of Tesla's discovery
is the defined flow of electric charges, as waves, through air by the high potential of Tesla's tower (Abdelhady
2013). In the present paper, a review of experimental and analytical proofs that discuss the truth of the definition
of magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves, according to an entropy approach, will be presented in the next two
sections of this study. A modified analysis of Faraday's experiment of magnetic induction will be considered to
prove the analogy between the definitions of the electric current and the magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves
of analogous potentials in the fourth section. Then the introduced approach will be applied to analyze the MIT
discovery of wireless power transmission by powerful magnetic resonance (Kurs, 2007). Comparisons between
the introduced definition of transmitted energy between the two resonant coils as electromagnetic waves that
have a magnetic potential and a previously introduced definition of such flux as "evanescent waves" (Cannon,
2009) will be discussed in the fifth section. Conclusions will then be discussed in the last section.
2. An Entropy Approach to Electric Current and Magnetic Flux
The flow of electric charges and the magnetic flux were postulated as special solutions of Maxwell's wave
equations (Abdelhady, 2011). However, the time in Maxwell's equations is replaced by entropy as an arrow of
time which represents a unique property of entropy (Zeh, 1990). So, the modified Maxwell's wave equations
read (Abdelhady, 2010a):
(

) E = 0
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Replacement of time by entropy in the previous Maxwell's equations transfers its original space-time frame of
reference into an energy frame of reference that depends on entropy as an energy property (Abdelhady, 2012).
Accordingly, the flow of electric charge as electromagnetic waves is considered as a special solution of
Equations 1 and 2 by introducing the electric potential of the flowing E.M. waves as an initial condition. Such
solution reads (Abdelhady, 2012):
cos
cos

(3)
(4)

and
represent the electric and
and
are the electric and magnetic potentials of the flowing charges;
magnetic oscillating components of the flowing charge around zero coordinates;
is the threshold potential of
the flowing charges considered as an initial condition of the electric component of the electromagnetic wave,
represents the angular velocity of the flowing electromagnetic waves, and represents the flowing entropy.
Graphical representation of such solution is seen in an E-H-s coordinates system in Figure 1 as electromagnetic
waves that have a net positive electric potential, ∆ E (Abdelhady, 2010b). Such approach was introduced in a
recently published paper to prove that Tesla's radiant energy is a normal electric flux or electromagnetic waves of
electric potential that can be defined according to Equations 3 and 4 (Abdelhady, 2013). Accordingly, the
transmitted energy was defined by the following equation:
Ф

S

(5)

Figure 1. Flow of electric charges as E.M. waves of threshold electric potential
By a similar procedure, the following equations may represent the magnetic flux as special solutions of
Equations 1 and 2. In these equations, the magnetic flux is considered as E.M. wave that have an initial magnetic
threshold potential " " (Abdelhady, 2010):
cos

(6)
cos

(7)

Accordingly, the solution that represents the magnetic flux was represented graphically according to Equations 6
and 7 in the E-H-s coordinates as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Flow of magnetic flux as E.M. waves of threshold magnetic potential
So, the propagated magnetic energy, Ф
(Abdelhady, 2010):

, at any position can be represented by the following integral
Ф

(8)

.

Such integral is represented by the red-shaded area in the "H-s" coordinates-system as shown in Figure 2.
Representation of magnetic energy in an H-s diagram is analogous to representing the heat flow in T-s diagrams
as found in thermodynamic literatures (Yunus, 2006). The rate of heat flow is also expressed in thermodynamics
as the product of absolute temperature times the rate of entropy flow according to the following equation:
S

Q

(9)

By analogy to heat flow; the rate of flow of magnetic energy can be also expressed as follows:
Ф

S

(10)

3. An Experimental Approach to the Nature of Magnetic Flux
Figure 3 shows a magnet immersed in water inside a glass flask. The magnet is attracting iron balls along an
inclined smooth glass plane. The temperature of the water surrounding the magnet was measured by a digital
thermometer connected to a data logger during the upward motion of the balls along the inclined plane. During
the upward attraction of the iron balls, the magnet is performing a mechanical work that results in a decrease of
the water temperature as recorded by the digital thermometer. By applying the first law of thermodynamics on
the a control mass that includes the insulated basin, i.e. water and magnet system, we get the following equation
(Yunus, 2006):
C ∆

sin

Probe of a Digital
thermometer
A Glass Flask Containing
water and a bar magnet

Direction of motion of an iron ball
under the action of a magnet.

A Bar
Magnet

An iron ball

Figure 3. Measurement of Magnet’s Work during attraction of iron balls
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Where C is the basin heat capacity, n is the number of attracted balls along the inclined plane per minute,
m is the mass of the iron balls, g is the acceleration gravity, d is the displacement of the iron ball along the
inclined smooth plate φ is the angle of inclination of the smooth plate and ∆t is the increase in water
temperature per minute. Reviewing the measurement results, a decrease in water temperature was found during
attraction of the iron balls. In other words, the emitted magnetic flux from the magnet that pulls the balls up was
substituted by decrease in the temperature of the magnet and the water in the basin. Such results prove the
magnetic flux emitted by the magnet can be considered as a categorized form of energy. In other words, the
magnetic flux should have the same nature of the absorbed heat from the water. As the heat is originally
electromagnetic waves of thermal potential, then the magnetic flux should be defined also electromagnetic waves
of a corresponding magnetic potential (Abdelhady, 2010).
4. Experimental Analogy between Magnetic Flux and Electric Current
Figure 4 shows Faraday's apparatus that demonstrates interactions between magnetic and electric fluxes (Haaida,
2004). According to this experiment, when the shown switch is closed, a magnetic field is emitted from the coil
on the top part of the iron ring, called as a primary coil, and is transmitted to the coil on the bottom part of the
ring which is called as a secondary coil. The galvanometer is used to detect any current induced in the secondary
coil. It was found that each time the switch is closed; the galvanometer detects a current in one direction in the
secondary coil. Each time the switch is opened, the galvanometer detects also a current in the opposite direction.

Figure 4. Faraday’s apparatus for demonstrating the interactions between electric and magnetic energies

Available literature defines the electric current as a flow of electrons and defines the magnetic flux as the
quantity of magnetic field that penetrates an area at right angles (Haaiday, 2004). Defining the electric current as
a flow of electrons in the primary coil, it should induce by analogy between the electric current and magnetic
flux a flow of analogous particles in the iron ring. Similarly, if the magnetic flux that passes through the
secondary coil is defined as the quantity of magnetic field that penetrates an area at right angles, then it should
not regenerate a flow of particles in the secondary coil as both have different natures. So, the demonstrated
Faraday's experiment shows that both fluxes should have similar natures as both can be interchanged
alternatively. However, the previous definitions of electric current and magnetic flux cannot explain such
interchangeability. On the other hand, the postulated definitions of electric current and magnetic flux as
electromagnetic waves of common nature find a plausible analysis of the demonstrated experiment. As a
plausible summary that depends on the postulated definitions, the electric potential in the battery or primary
circuit forces electric charges to flow as electromagnetic waves of electric potential in the primary coil. Then
such electric potential of the electric current will induce a magnetic potential in the magnetic iron that forces the
input electromagnetic waves to outflow as magnetic flux in the iron ring. Then, such magnetic flux flowing
through the iron ring induces an electric potential in the secondary coil that forces the input electromagnetic
waves to outflow as an electric current in the conducting wires of the secondary coil. Applying the energy
conservation principles on the energy transfer processes between the primary coil, the iron ring and the
secondary coil, the following equation can be found by expressing the magnetic and electric energies according
to Equations 5 and 10:
E S

S

E S

(12)

The previous equation identifies also the analogy between the electric and magnetic energies. The flow of both
energies, electric and magnetic, is expressed as flow of entropy waves by their corresponding potential. Such
physical and mathematical analogies as demonstrated by Faraday's results express the truth of the postulated
definitions of electric and magnetic fluxes as electromagnetic waves.
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5. Analysis of Magnetically Coupled Resonant Wireless Power Systems
In year 2007, a team of MIT published a paper titled “Wireless Power Transfer via Strongly Coupled Magnetic
Resonances” (Kurs, 2007). The paper announced a high efficiency mid range wireless power transfer technology
that depends on magnetic resonant mutual coupling. Two systems are said to be mutually magnetically or
inductively coupled when they are closely configured such that they may exchange energy due to mutual
inductance (Cannon, 2009). Figure 5 represents a scheme of the MIT experimental setup (Kurs, 2007).

Figure 5. Schematic of the MIT experimental setup
The physical principle behind this system was explained by different authors who defined the waves that allow
the energy transfer between the coils of such couplings as "evanescent waves" (Cannon, 2009). They postulated
if two resonant circuits are tuned at same frequency, then their near fields are coupled by means of such
evanescent waves. They measured the dependence of the received energy and its potential as function of the
distance between the source-coil "S" to the receiver coil "D" as seen in Figures 6 (Cannon, 2009) and 7 (Mandip,
2011). According to the seen measurement results in Figures 6 and 7, the evanescent waves are defined as
electromagnetic waves that loose part of its transmitted energy and suffer a decay of its potential during its flow
through air.

Figure 6. Received Power as a function of the distance of separation of coupling
According to the introduced analysis of Faraday's experiment in the previous section, the emitted energy from
the source coil "S" was defined as electromagnetic waves that have a magnetic potential. According to the
previous analysis, such electromagnetic waves may be transferred normally though air as a magnetic flux. Then
such transmitted flux will be trapped resonantly by the device coil "D" and induce, according to Faraday's law of
induction, an electric current through the light-bulb B.
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Figure 7. Potential of the received waves
The loss of magnetic potential or the transmitted energy from the source coil to the device coil can be identified
as a result of the low permeability or the high reluctance of air that resist the flow of magnetic flux (Haaiday,
2004). Such lost energy is dissipated in air as thermal energy and it can be estimated by applying the energy
conservation principles as follows:
Ф

Ф

Ф

(13)

is the rate of energy emission from the source coil, Ф
is the rate of energy
In Equation 13, Ф
reception in the device coil, and Ф
is the rate of loss of the transmitted energy to air as seen in Figure 6.
Such loss of energy led to the measured decay of magnetic potential of the transmitted flux as seen in Figure 7.
However, the magnetic potential of the flowing E.M. waves was described in literature by the following equation
(Mandip, 2011):
(14)
In Equation 14;
and
are the magnetic potentials of the magnetic flux at the device and the source
positions respectively; (m-1) and (m) are the wave and position vectors respectively. Such results show that
the properties of postulated magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves that have a decaying magnetic potential are
consistent with the measured properties of the introduced evanescent waves. So, the evanescent waves are
normal magnetic flux that flow as waves through air.
According to the shown results in Figure 7, the unit of measurement of the potential of the emitted magnetic flux
is the "Volt." Such measurement unit is consistent with the previously proposed universal unit of magnetic
potential (Abdelhady, 2010). So, such measurements sustain also the previously introduced universal system of
units that postulated the "Volt" as a unique unit for all potentials, i.e. thermal, electric, magnetic and chemical
potentials.
6. Conclusion and Outlook
According to an entropy approach and a review of measured and available experimental results, the magnetic
flux is defined as a flow of electromagnetic waves that have a magnetic potential similar to the previously
defined electric current as a flow of electromagnetic waves that have an electric potential. So, the MIT
discovered wireless power transmission through strongly coupled resonances should also be defined as a flow of
electromagnetic waves that have a magnetic potential. Such definition identifies the discovered "evanescent
waves" as normal magnetic flux or a flow of electromagnetic waves that have a magnetic potential through air
due to the high potential of the magnetic resonant coupling.
Clear understanding of magnetic flux as electromagnetic waves may revolutionize a high-efficiency charging
system that uses magnetic flux at extremely high or low frequencies to wirelessly transmit high power between
metal coils placed several Miles apart. This may represent a successful approach to increase the usage of electric
vehicles in general and decrease the world's pollution from classical combustion engines.
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